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Best-selling author Hal Lindsey explains how, on September 11, an ancient fight-to-the-death

conflict exploded on the shores of the U.S. Though most Americans didn't realize it, we were

already involved in this struggle. A struggle driven by a hatred that goes back over 4,000 years.

Islamic fundamentalism's purpose is to replace the JudeoChristian world order with an Islamic world

order. Every American needs to understand the enormity of the threat we face and why. In the

aftermath of 9/11 most Americans are asking:Why do most Muslims hate Jews?Why do Islamic

fundamentalists hate the United States and call it "The Great Satan?"Why did Islamic terrorists

sacrifice their own lives to kill Americans?Do Islamic fundamentalists have access to weapons of

mass destruction?Could Islamic terrorists imperil the survival of the United States?What light does

Bible prophecy shed on this?Does the Koran call for violence and conquest?Are the Islamic

fundamentalists an aberration of the Muslim religion, or are they as they claim the "True followers of

Mohammad?"
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A prominent myth regarding modern mainstream Christianity is that "you can make the Bible say

anything you want it to." In reality, this concept is untrue, but the common failings of humankind,

such as tradition, indoctrination, and denominational loyalties, often lend an illusion of support to

such criticism. The vast majority of this work by Hal Lindsey focuses on several fundamental issues

(namely the enmity between Israelites and the Arab nations, and the many prophecies pointing to



the restoration of national Israel in the latter days), which are virtually irrefutable by anyone who

examines the scripture in a sincere and unbiased manner. There will always be honorable

disagreements between sincere Christians regarding minor theological issues, but the prophetical

concepts detailed in this book are neither minor or obscure, by any stretch of the imagination. The

content and instruction provided are very important to every Christian, and depending on the

personal situation, such teaching could even be considered crucial. While most readers will

probably appreciate the obvious benefits associated with an improved insight into biblical teachings,

I believe that several other benefits are provided that may not be so obvious upon first

consideration: 1. The reader will gain a greater appreciation for the divine accuracy and relevancy of

ancient scripture as it pertains to our modern times. 2. The reader's faith in the divine inspiration of

scripture will be more firmly established. 3. A general concept of the unfolding of future events can

be easily perceived. This book does not twist and sensationalize modern events into a "scare tactic"

in the effort to evangelize the reader (as is the case in many modern prophetic/interperative

writings).
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